Alpha-Fetoprotein (AFP) and Gastric Cancer: Why is Lethality More Prevalent in AFP-Secreting than Non-Secreting Tumors?
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Abstract

Gastric (stomach) cancer (GC) is the fourth leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide. Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) secreting gastric cancer (AFP(+)) GC represents an aggressive, less common subtype of stomach cancer exhibiting poor prognosis, low patient survival times, high progression rates, and liver metastases. No standard treatment regimen is presently in practice although multidimensional therapies have been employed, while some drug resistance has been encountered in chemotherapy. AFP(+)-GC is known to be more lethal than AFP-negative tumors with a patient median survival time of only 14 months. The reason for the increased mortality and morbidity of AFP-secreting GC has not been completely understood although multiple factors have been forwarded. Such factors include latest stage diagnosis, unresectable metastases, rapid tumor growth, high mitotic rates, and elevated cellular expression of growth-promoting proteins. However, in recent years, a better understanding of the physiological (biological) activities of AFP as a growth regulatory cell-signaling factor have emerged. Such studies have established that AFP itself, acting through a cell surface receptor, is a potent tumor growth promoter as demonstrated in the present report.
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Introduction

Gastric cancer (GC), a heterogenous adenocarcinoma of the stomach, is the fourth most common cancer and the second cause of cancer death worldwide [1]. Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) secreting GC (AFP(+)) GC is quite different from the conventional stomach cancer (AFP(-)) GC being more aggressive, having lower patient survival times, and prone to liver/lymph node metastasis [2]. Another subtype of GCs, termed the Signet Ring cell gastric carcinoma, originates in the stomach glandular cells, produces mucin and ERBB2 (an oncogenic receptor), and is histopositive for AFP and its cell surface receptor [3]. A third subtype of GC is hepatoid cancer (HC) of the stomach which mimics a hepatocellular carcinoma. The HC is also a high AFP(+) secreting stomach cancer characterized by lymphadenopathy, liver metastasis, and venous tumor thrombosis [4-6].

The AFP(+) GC is an aggressive, highly malignant, metastatic, fast progressing tumor with a poor prognosis. No standard therapy is currently available for patients with AFP(+)GC although several multi-modal therapies have been reported [2]. These modalities include surgery, chemotherapeutics, drugs, and interventative and molecular targeted therapies. The chemotherapeutic therapies have encompassed;

i. Sorfenib;
ii. Oxalipatin;
iii. Paclitaxel;
iv. Irinotecan;
AFP (+)GCs further exhibit poor differentiation, detection at late clinical stages, large tumor volume, high rate of invasion and metastasis, and elevated AFP serum levels [7]. Median patient survival time is 14.0 months with a 1.0, 3.0, and 5 year survival rates of 58, 31, and 19%, respectively [4]. AFP(+)/GC constitutes a 1.3 to 15% incidence of all gastric tumors [2]. In some cases of AFP(+)/GC, elevated levels hCG and CEA have been reported [2,3].

Stomach Cancer and AFP

AFP is a proven biomarker for hepatocellular carcinoma in the serum of adults. Serum AFP can further serve as a biomarker in other cancers such as testicular seminomas, yolk sac tumors of the ovary, and malignant teratomas [8-10]. Moreover, AFP can also indicate the presence of certain anemias and noncancerous liver diseases including alcoholic cirrhosis and viral hepatitis [11]. Lastly, elevated serum levels of AFP can further accompany the growth of malignant lung and bladder tumors and gastrointestinal cancers of the stomach, pancreas, and colon [12]. Interestingly, the stomach emerges as one of the more common organ cancers which display elevated serum AFP levels [1,2].

The first clinical case of AFP associated with stomach cancer was reported by Boureille and his associates in 1970 [13] followed by a monograph publication by Akai et al. [14]. An additional nine cases of AFP(+)/GC were reported by Nishio et al. [15] in 1989 and many cases have since followed. A case of metastatic AFP(+)/GC was published by Kodama et al. [16] and a hepatoid subtype was first identified by Ishikawa and Adachi et al. [17]; this was followed by a detailed immunocytochemical analysis in 1988 [18]. It is of interest that various drug therapies have been reported as more lethal than non-secreting AFP stomach cancers? To answer this query one must first pursue what growth affects does full-length AFP, an established autocrine growth promoter, have on the tumor cell that secreted it? A search of the biomedical literature readily reveals that 85% of stomach tumors display the canonical AFP cell surface receptor that can bind and internalize the AFP molecule [20]. The AFP receptor binding and uptake initiates a cascade of signal transduction pathways culminating in enhanced cell growth. Published reports demonstrate that AFP secreted into the blood circulation can amass concentrations ranging from 45 ng/ml to 200 ng/ml with some tumors expressing microgram levels of 10-60 ug/ml [2]. Thus, the uptake of such AFP levels into gastric tumor cells appears to have immense consequences on cell growth and proliferation.

The underlying molecular mechanism attributed to the poor prognosis and low survival times of AFP(+)/GC compared to AFP(-)/GC patients is at present poorly understood. The present report represents an attempt to advance knowledge and aid in elucidating the molecular differences observed in the two types of stomach cancers. At the onset, it must be understood that AFP has two distinct functional forms; the first being classical AFP secreted into the blood circulation [7], while the second is a non-secreted AFP form that resides in the cytoplasm and reacts with transcription factors in normal and tumor cells [21]. The cytoplasmic AFP (cyAFP) differs from secreted AFP in that the former lacks both the amino-terminal signal sequence of 19 amino acids and differs in the glycosylation patterns present in the secreted full length AFP. Both functional forms of AFP must be considered prior to probing the causes of lethality of AFP in GC. First and foremost, it must be emphasized that AFP(+)/GCs have been reported to display an increased expression of AFP, high affinity receptors on the surface of the tumor cell membranes; while few, if any, are present on present on benign gastric tissues and stomach cells adjacent to the tumor site [20,22].

AFP has been reported to be an autocrine growth factor that binds to its cognate receptor; activates said receptor, and

1. Fluorourical;
2. Calcium folate; and
3. Capecitabine [1,2].

The prognosis for AFP(+)/GC is much worse than reported for AFP(-)/GC patients for many reasons, one of which is the elevated AFP serum levels discussed below. However; other contributing factors to the higher mortality and morbidity rates can be listed as follows. These factors would include:

- Diagnosis at advanced tumor stage;
- Unresectable metastasis;
- Increased cell invasion and migration;
- High mitotic rates;
- Active cell proliferation;
- High cytoplasmic expression of apoptosis, growth promoting factors, and cytoplasmic signaling-related proteins [19].

The reported growth enhancing factors included proteins such as c-Met, VEGF, and IF-1R and cell cycle associated factors such as Cyclin B1, Cyclin D1, and Cdk6. The apoptosis-regulating factors encompassed apoptosis inhibiting proteins such as XIAP, BcL2, and BAX, while the signaling-related proteins included Caspase-3, 9, PTK3 phosphatase, and PIS3 inositol kinases [19]. However, highly elevated serum AFP is the signature trait of these tumors.

Consequences of High Serum AFP Levels Upon GC

The question may be posed of “why are the AFP(+)GCs reported as more lethal than non-secreting AFP stomach cancers?” To answer this query one must first pursue what growth affects does full-length AFP, an established autocrine growth promoter, have on the tumor cell that secreted it? A search of the biomedical literature readily reveals that 85% of stomach tumors display the canonical AFP cell surface receptor that can bind and internalize the AFP molecule [20]. The AFP receptor binding and uptake initiates a cascade of signal transduction pathways culminating in enhanced cell growth. Published reports demonstrate that AFP secreted into the blood circulation can amass concentrations ranging from 45 ng/ml to 200 ng/ml with some tumors expressing microgram levels of 10-60 ug/ml [2]. Thus, the uptake of such AFP levels into gastric tumor cells appears to have immense consequences on cell growth and proliferation.

The underlying molecular mechanism attributed to the poor prognosis and low survival times of AFP(+)/GC compared to AFP(-)/GC patients is at present poorly understood. The present report represents an attempt to advance knowledge and aid in elucidating the molecular differences observed in the two types of stomach cancers. At the onset, it must be understood that AFP has two distinct functional forms; the first being classical AFP secreted into the blood circulation [7], while the second is a non-secreted AFP form that resides in the cytoplasm and reacts with transcription factors in normal and tumor cells [21]. The cytoplasmic AFP (c-AFP) differs from secreted AFP in that the former lacks both the amino-terminal signal sequence of 19 amino acids and differs in the glycosylation patterns present in the secreted full length AFP. Both functional forms of AFP must be considered prior to probing the causes of lethality of AFP in GC. First and foremost, it must be emphasized that AFP(+)GCs have been reported to display an increased expression of AFP, high affinity receptors on the surface of the tumor cell membranes; while few, if any, are present on present on benign gastric tissues and stomach cells adjacent to the tumor site [20,22].

AFP has been reported to be an autocrine growth factor that binds to its cognate receptor; activates said receptor, and...
initiates a cascade of downstream signaling events to enhance cell growth [23]. Secondly, a recent report documenting a protein profile of AFP(+)GCs using microarray analyses demonstrated that multiple proteins out of 286 tested were found to be differentially expressed between AFP(+) and AFP(-) GCs [19]. The multiple expressed proteins were grouped as follows:

i. Apoptosis regulating proteins (XIAP, Bcl2, Caspases, BAX);

ii. Growth factors and kinase enzymes and receptors (c-Met, IGF-1R, HGF), and the PTEN phosphatase;

iii. Metastasis-associated proteins (cadherins, NCAM1, Calpain);

iv. Cell cycle associated proteins (CdK6, Cyclin-D, Cyclin-B);

v. Cell coating and protective proteins (mucins, MUC2, MUC5AC); and

vi. Solute carrier transporter proteins (cation/anion transporters, sodium/phosphate co-transporters, and calcium/sulfate transporters [19].

The cell surface expression of various mucins (MUC2, MUC5AC) in AFP(+)GC listed above were shown to reflect different levels of differentiation of gastric adenocarcinoma cells [3]. Furthermore, MUC2 is a gastrointestinal mucin that is known to associate with MUC6 to promote tumor progression, while MUC5A is a trypsin inhibitor containing a Von Willebrand domain for binding to extracellular proteins and integrins. It is noteworthy that AFP binds to both of these mucins which activate multiple intracellular phosphoinositol signaling pathways leading to growth enhancement [23].

AFP(+)GCs were also found to express increased amounts of several solute carrier transporter (SCT) proteins compared to AFP(-) tumors [24]. This observation is especially noteworthy in that the SCT proteins are crucial for the uptake of chemotherapeutic drugs such as gencitabins and 5-fluorouricil. Moreover, using AFP-derived peptide fragments in in vitro mRNA microarray analysis, it was demonstrated that down regulation of anion and cation SCT proteins occurred at levels of 6-fold or more than controls [25]. These latter data signified that AFP peptide segments could reduce the levels of cytoplasmatic SCT proteins which are responsible for the uptake of chemotherapeutic drugs in AFP(+) stomach cancer cells. The above-stated biological activities of AFP in GC cells could be regulated by AFP peptide fragments.

In summary, documented reports in the biomedical literature have demonstrated multiple biological activities of AFP that could contribute to the aggressiveness of AFP(+)GCs. These activities include the six following characteristics:

a. AFP is a growth promoting autocrine hormone-like protein;

b. AFP receptors are highly expressed on the cell surface of AFP(+)GC cells;

c. Protein profiling of AFP(+)GC cells have been shown to display high expression of proteins associated with apoptosis, metastasis, receptor kinases, growth factors, and the cell cycle;

d. AFP can bind and activate stomach and intestinal cell surface mucins involved in cell signaling pathways that enhance tumor cell growth;

e. AFP peptides were found to down-regulate the mRNA of solute carrier transporter (SCT) proteins which function in the cellular uptake of chemo-therapeutic drugs;

f. The presence of cytoplasmic AFP has been demonstrated to bind, dimerize, and interact with intracellular growth promoting factors that contribute to cell growth, proliferation, and metastasis of stomach cancer cells.

Conclusion

AFP(+)GC is an aggressive, poorly differentiated tumor of the stomach often accompanied by unresectable metastatic lesions and elevated AFP serum levels. This AFP-secreting stomach adenocarcinoma differs from the conventional type of gastric cancer by having a poorer prognosis and lower survival time of patients which are attributed to liver metastasis and lymphovascular invasion among other traits [5,26]. Moreover, AFP(+), stomach cancer further exhibits increased mitosis and cell migrations, high proliferative rates, and rapid tumor progression [11]. The greater mortality and morbidity of the AFP-secreting tumors may be largely due to the presence of AFP as a growth promoter [10,27]. As discussed above, secreted AFP is an autocrine enhancing growth factor with high binding
affinity to an AFP receptor residing on the cell surface of multiple tumor types, including gastric tumors [20,28]. In fact, 1125 – radiolabeled AFP-peptides were found to specifically localize in the stomach at 20 times the blood levels in tumor-bearing mice [29].

In addition, reports in the biomedical literature have demonstrated multiple AFP growth enhancing activities resulting from the inhibition of apoptosis, presence of solute carrier transporter proteins of chemo drugs, mucin interaction, and mRNA down-regulation of cell cycle kinases and checkpoint proteins. Cytoplasmic AFP can further regulate cancer cell growth and proliferation, tumor progression, and metastasis. The future clinical goal of treating AFP (+) secreting tumors may someday entail the elimination or down-regulated expression of the AFP polypeptide [10,27]. This feat could be accomplished by recently published procedures employing inhibitory miRNA for AFP; silencing of AFP synthesis (siRNA) or perhaps new gene modulation and editing procedures meant to eliminate AFP production [30,31]. The knowledge of biochemical procedures which could contribute to rapid demise of AFP (+) in secreting gastric and other tumors should prompt further investigation into these reported methods. The present study might also serve as an impetus for investigators to pursue potential new and novel treatment options for AFP-secreting gastric cancers. Armed with such information, clinicians may be better equipped to consider additional treatment options for GC patients displaying non-threatening clinical status.
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